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Connecting you
with law firm
decision makers

LPM magazine gets your brand and
message in front of decision makers in
legal business management

Print readership/reach

LPM magazine in
numbers – circulation,
readership, audience

>3,080
Print circulation

>1,800
Digital subscribers

81%

43%
of LPM readers have
used the magazine’s
content to create or
back up a business
case

27%

of LPM readers have
added a company to
a research or buying
shortlist after reading
about them in the
magazine

2

of readers say they’ve
raised a topic or subject
they’ve read about in
LPM later in a meeting
with peers or the firm’s
board

HR (5%)

27%

14%

of LPM readers have
contacted a company
as a result of seeing
them in the magazine

ADMIN/OPS
(38%)

LAWYER/
PARTNER (3%)
MARKETING (5%)

of readers ‘often’
or ‘always’ read
all sponsored
editorial columns

38%

of LPM readers have used
the magazine’s content
when researching a
product or service the
firm is considering buying,
or in assembling a buying
shortlist

>2,300

FULL RANGE OF LAW FIRM
LEADERSHIP ROLES REACHED:

MANAGEMENT
(21%)

IT (7%)
FINANCE (14%)

41%

of readers ‘always’
or ‘often’ read
some or all
sponsored editorial

OTHER (7%)

The team at LPM have created a wonderful
community for not only practice managers but
suppliers to these practices. We have been
working with the LPM team for over two years
now, and the editorial and client care team are
extremely supportive and fun to work with.
We are delighted to be involved with LPM as it
not only gives us a communication link to our
clients but also to our potential clients, which
has expanded our client base year on year.
Natasha Rawley, the File Queen,
Archive Document Data Storage
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Can law firms learn to
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PAPERLESS
PROCESS

Tony Klejnow, managing director at Linetime, talks
to LPM about the benefits of the paperless office –
starting with filing and back office processes

C

ompetition and price pressures,
and an increasingly digital client
base are all significant drivers for
law firms to become paperless
businesses. Tony Klejnow, Linetime’s
managing director, says firms could achieve
competitive advantage by introducing
paperless solutions across their businesses
– but a particular ‘easy win’ area is matter
management.
“Fee earners are required to keep
detailed records of their cases, but the
amount of time and money they waste
physically printing, filing, looking for,
collaborating on, and updating files is
alarming,” says Klejnow. Law firms have
traditionally been reluctant to adopt paperless
36 LEGAL PRACTICE MANAGEMENT
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workflow solutions, he adds, because
workflow doesn’t apply to 99% of fee earners’
work. “But if they adopted paperless solutions
in their back office processes, they could
reduce costs without affecting client service,
boost productivity and promote collaboration
– making them more efficient, flexible and
cost effective, and making them more
competitive in an ever-changing legal market.”

MATTER MATTERS

Document and matter management tools –
like those in Linetime’s legal software
product Liberate – electronically store and
organise all case documentation in an online
database. Klejnow says that there are two
immediate benefits of paperless matter

ABOUT THE SPONSOR
Linetime is a specialist
provider of Microsoft-based
practice and case
management solutions. Clients
include mid-tier law firms and
in-house legal departments.

www.linetime.co.uk

management. The first is reducing paper and
time and is a more accurate because the
storage costs:
information doesn’t have to be constantly
“If case documentation is electronically stored,
re-entered,” says Klejnow.
once a case is finished, you no longer have a fiveThis extra level of collaboration within legal
inches-thick file that has to be stored for six years businesses, that hasn’t been possible until now,
– which has to reside somewhere, and costs firms has long been needed because it improves
time, space and money.” The second is eliminating efficiency and productivity, which makes the
filing time – for example, instead of printing and
business more profitable and competitive.
filing emails and attachments, fee earners drag
Klejnow adds that what firms save by adopting
and drop emails directly from Outlook into the
matter management they should reinvest in
database “and attachments are automatically
becoming fully paperless digital businesses.
stripped from emails and appropriately filed,” says
“Case management solutions can improve
Klejnow.
efficiency to an even greater extent and keep
And, Klejnow says, paperless filing systems
firms competitive in the age of the alternative
don’t just facilitate efficiency this way – they also
business structures.”
improve general process efficiency by facilitating
collaboration between fee earners. Solicitors can
VISIBLE COMPLIANCE
use document and matter management to view
In response to firms reluctant to adopt paperless
and work on matters at the same time, a difficult
technologies, like document and matter
if not impossible prospect when working with
management, for fear of losing delicate
paper files. Klejnow says: “Without document
information to cybercriminals, Klejnow says those
management, legal professionals work in silos, but systems provide an additional level of security.
with it they immediately share data.” He adds that “Taking data and attachments out of Outlook and
Liberate has an additional collaboration tool to
storing them on a database is much more secure
help further improve collaborative efficiency in
than leaving them on your hard drive. If you leave
firms: “If I choose to
your laptop on a train, for
‘collaborate’ a document
example, all your
with you on Liberate,
important data is safely
Outlook will prompt you
stored on a server and
to review that document
not instantly accessible
Without document
by simply acknowledging
by opportunist criminals.”
management, legal
the notification.”
Document and matter
professionals work in silos,
In this respect, moving
management also offers a
to become a paperless
greater level of security in
but with it they immediately
business provides greater
fee earner and client
share data.
flexibility for fee earners
communications. “If I
who can collaborate with
want you to check that
colleagues working
the data we have for you
remotely or in different
is accurate, Liberate will
offices. Klejnow says: “Paper files can only reside
direct you to a page holding your data, and at the
in one location, but electronic files can be
same time it will push out an SMS text with a pin
accessed from any office and when working from code to your phone. Unless you input the code
home or with clients.” On the other side of the
you can’t get to the web page – which means if
coin, having digital files maintains a greater level
one of your solicitors accidentally sends an email
of productivity in a law firm office. “If your
to the wrong person, or it’s intercepted, it doesn’t
colleague is absent from the office you can easily matter. The data stays safe – this level of security
find documents that you might have otherwise
is crucial in this age of cybercrime.”
wasted a significant portion of your day looking
These security features clearly have significant
for,” he adds.
benefits for compliance, which is important in a
Improved external collaboration is also a benefit market increasingly dictated by regulation,
that firms can reap from paperless matter
including the relatively new General Data
management. With an electronic system you can
Protection Regulation, says Klejnow.
go into a case history, bundle documents into one
“Compliance officers need to be seen by
PDF file, and quickly submit that to the third
regulators to have monitored and reviewed
party, improving collaboration between fee
everything that’s happened in their firm, which is
earners and clients who want to do everything
considerably easier with a paperless system.
online. This has the added benefit of improving
Liberate has ‘version control’ which allows
accuracy and facilitating greater efficiency by
compliance officers to keep tabs on every change
involving clients in the process. “Good matter
made to a document, as well as a compliance
management software should also let you push
module which lets them view what’s happening
e-forms to clients to be filled in, and that
on a case (to ensure that money laundering
information is automatically transferred straight
checks have been carried out, and so on) and
to the online database – which saves fee earners
records the fact that you’ve reviewed this.” LPM

introduction of automated e-signatures.
“The Tikit user group helped my firm to realise the potential of
automating the process of signing documents with e-signatures –
which saved us an enormous amount of time and money.”
Bramwell and Hill agree that automation is a key element in
facilitating effective client service. Hill says: “Every firm should be
doing it – clients feel more engaged because they’re receiving
regular updates, but legal professionals aren’t spending time that
could be spent on improving client service. Firms can realise the
amazing benefits of automated communication by coming to the
user group and hearing how their peers have done it.”

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
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minded legal management leaders to get
together and help each other improve their
businesses by using the full offering of software
they already have. They come together in spite
of the fact that they’re in competition with each
other, because it ultimately benefits them and
their clients.
“Jane, Liam and I are chairs of the national
and regional Tikit user groups and Jamie
Abrahams (pictured right), IT and operations
director at Harold Benjamin, has just become
the group’s treasurer. We believe that these
groups have enormous potential to benefit our
member law firms.” He adds, however, that the
user group can be used by firms to collaborate
on a variety of issues, “but a particularly
important area for firm collaboration is
undoubtedly using our technology to improve
client communication.”

COMMUNICATIVE COMMUNITY

Hill says that Tikit’s user group is essentially
made up of legal professionals who are
interested in using the full potential of P4W, but
who don’t want to keep reinventing the wheel.
“The chances are that the thing you’re trying
to do with your software to improve processes
has already been done – you don’t need to
come up with ‘innovative’ ideas for using P4W
from scratch.” Bramwell agrees with Hill and
says: “The user group gives you the chance to
interact with other users and improve the way
you use the product. You can approach a
manager at another firm and say: ‘We use this
product in this way, how do you use it?’ If their
way is better than yours, you can take that
knowledge back with you and implement it.” He
adds that Tikit provides an excellent platform
for innovation – but under-investment in
training and collaboration can leave firms
ignorant of the solutions that the platform

offers. A key objective of the user group is to cascade
out ongoing and continuous training to everyone about
the P4W product.
But, the group doesn’t necessarily only collaborate on
issues relating to Tikit P4W. Pritchard says that an
important issue for her to discuss recently has been
cybersecurity, and she’s been able to use the user group
as a platform to discuss ways to effectively combat the
dark digital beast.
But, she adds: “With a product like P4W, you have the
perfect platform to build in your essential security
protocols, and collaboration allows firms to discover the
security functionalities that are already available
to them.”
Hill says that firms can also use the group to discuss
the viability of third-party software. “This year, for
example, Gregg Latchams installed third-party email
software – but before we went into that we spoke to a
number of firms in the Tikit user group who already had
that system in place. We were able to identify what
went well for them, what didn’t go well, and we were

ABOUT THE SPONSOR
Tikit is a leading provider of
technology solutions and
services to legal and
professional service firms.
www.tikit.com

deregulated marketplace, the idea that legal
professionals can wrap up a transaction in a mystique
and expect clients to pay for it is absurd. Clients want to
be kept in the loop about their case, expect fast
transaction times and increasingly want to be contacted
digitally.”
Pritchard adds that meeting client expectations is vital
to ensure excellent client service and to secure repeat
business. “It’s like any other business – clients won’t
necessarily come back to you because you’ve done an
excellent job on their case if they haven’t felt respected
and included in the transaction. Contacting them adds
value to the transaction”
But effective client communication isn’t easy –
according to Bramwell firms need to work out how their
clients want to communicate with them and then work
out how to improve their communication processes.
“It’s a complex issue. Clients, as a general rule, want
fast transactions and to be contacted digitally – but they
may prefer more traditional correspondence like post or
email (if email can be called traditional). And once you
know what they want it may be difficult to work out how
P4W can help you streamline the process to enable cost
savings and greater business efficiency. In this way, firms
need to make communication work for them and their
clients.”
Fortunately, Pritchard says, the Tikit P4W user group
allows SME firms to come together to talk about what
their clients want and the channels they use to
communicate with them – and which are effective and

able to head off some of those challenges before we
signed on the dotted line.”
Bramwell adds to Hill’s point that the Tikit user group
isn’t just a platform for firms to work out what to do
with their software, but also to discuss the challenges
involved and work out how to overcome them.
“In particular, firms considering P4W as their practice
and case management system can come to a user
group event to learn about the product from their peers
– what it can do for them, how they can use it, and the
challenges it may present – before committing to
anything.”

CHANGING COMMUNICATIONS

But perhaps the best use of the user group for SME
firms, according to its chairs, is as a platform for
discussing ways to implement effective client
communication. Hill says it’s essential for SME firms to
communicate effectively with their clients if they want
to grab competitive advantage.
“In an increasingly competitive, digital-led,
LEGAL PRACTICE MANAGEMENT 29
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ENABLING
ACCESS

Hodgkinsons Solicitors

Che Shing Li, managing director at Hodgkinsons
Solicitors, speaks to LPM about how Cascade Go
has revolutionised his firm’s HR practices

L

incolnshire-based firm Hodgkinsons
Solicitors is vying to become the
number-one legal business for client
service in the county. The key to this
goal, from the firm’s perspective, is using
technology to improve the business’s
processes – enabling greater efficiency and
significant cost savings that can be passed on
to clients.
Hodgkinsons’ managing director, Che Shing
Li, says that the firm pulled out all the stops
to make its processes more efficient over the
past year, including adopting Cascade Go’s
cloud-based HR software to revolutionise its
human resources practices.
“Before we adopted HR management
software, HR took up an inordinate amount of
time. It was a very time-consuming process
to request, approve and authorise holidays
and absences. Furthermore, the paper trail
required to audit changes in office policies
and ensure ongoing compliance was not an

efficient process.” He adds that CascadeGo’s
HR platform automated these processes and
facilitated greater collaboration within the
firm – significantly improving its efficiency,
accuracy and overall communication.

PUTTING PEOPLE TOGETHER

Li says that HR management software makes
HR significantly more efficient by automating
and managing numerous processes.
“Instead of running around the firm trying
to get the right permissions, an employee
who wants a day off will make a request on
our HR system and the line manager will be
informed of the request via email. As soon as
that manager says ‘yes’ it goes to HR,
prepopulates all the information, makes all
the calculations, and it’s done.” He adds that
processes for sick leave and absenteeism are
similarly automated – significantly reducing
the firm’s costs on paper and giving fee
earners more time to spend providing

ABOUT THE SPONSOR
CascadeGo systems help UK
law firms to reduce their HR
admin and manage their
workforce more efficiently.

www.cascadehr.co.uk
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RISING REMOTE
WORKING
Ross Weldon, EMEA marketing specialist at Clio, delves
into the evolution of flexible working practices and
how they can benefit SME law firms

F

lexible working is fast becoming a staple
part of legal professionals’ working lives.
Two years ago, legislation was introduced
to allow employees the right to request
flexible working practices. It reflected public
sentiment evident in research by the consultancy
and jobs site Timewise that estimated up to half
the UK’s working population would like flexibility
in their working hours and location.
The legal sector, however, was slow to adopt
flexible working practices – the feeling being that
it was an impractical option for lawyers who
needed to be close to their extensive filing
cabinets and firewall protected personal
computers connected to internal servers to
access client data.
But this past year has seen a considerable shift
in thinking among legal leaders due to two main
factors – employers recognising the advantages
of having a more flexible workforce, and the
advent of technologies that facilitates
flexible working.

Clifford Chance CEO David Bickerton
emphasised the growing sentiment of employers
in an interview last year: “So long as our teams
can operate efficiently, work is something you do
rather than a place you go.”
But flexible working isn’t only beneficial to
large firms. Reduced overheads on office space
and greater staff retention due to the better
work-life balance available to employees are two
of the major reasons SME firms, such as Clio
clients Roche Legal and Pearne & Co, have begun
to place less emphasis on the importance of the
office and allow more flexible working practices
from their staff.
Balancing the personal and professional
aspects of life has traditionally been about
creating separation. Now, with the aid of flexible
working practices, it’s becoming more about
integration. There are two ways to approach this:
work all the time no matter where you are, or
spread your work throughout the day, allowing
time for the rest of your life’s requirements.
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PEOPLE POWER

TIKIT TO BETTER
COMMUNICATION

which aren’t.
“For example, one user group firm found that its
clients primarily wanted to be contacted by email. The
firm had to capture data from their clients by sending
out PDF forms that needed to be filled in, sent back and
manually input into the firm’s database. They wanted to
make the process more efficient but didn’t know how –
and through the user group they realised that they could
use the new Formshare software to make the process
more efficient by automatically stripping data from the
PDF forms after they were sent back and populating
their database.” She adds that this improved process will
have the added benefit of reducing inaccuracies in their
database and saving their legal professionals an
enormous amount of time opening cases and
selecting templates.
There are also numerous service level improvements
firms can make with P4W that they can learn about
through the user group.
Hill says: “My firm’s biggest challenge, for example,
was making the process of setting up business events
more efficient. The user group showed me how to use
P4W’s CRM module to drastically improve this process
and the client experience – automating the process of
sending out invites via email or text for our construction
breakfast, curry club and sector networking events,
monitoring responses and sending out confirmation. It’s
made the whole process significantly more efficient.”
Bramwell, on the other hand, says that the greatest
communications improvement made in his firm was the

Pritchard says she, Hill, Bramwell and Tikit are constantly working
to make the group more collaborative and inclusive so that firms
around the UK can reap the benefits of cross-firm collaboration.
Recently, the user group has expanded to include additional
regional groups with regional events organised to address the
needs of those attending.
“The north user group is chaired by Liam Bramwell and the
south by Richard Hill, while I chair the national group as well as
London and the south east. We didn’t want any P4W users to be
left out because of their geographical location and not get the
most out of their product – particularly when it comes to
communication. The regional events are another opportunity to
collaborate, but with peers that are perhaps more similar to them
– perhaps they have similar clients or understand the challenges
of operating in the same area of the country.”
And, according to Pritchard, improving the user group has a
direct impact on improvements to P4W, because the group is
also used as a forum where P4W can suggest enhancements.
“Tikit is already very good at taking on individual suggestions,
but inevitably they are more likely to listen if a majority of its
users get together and say: ‘We also want the software to do
that.’ It’s very important to Tikit that its customers have a
platform to express their ideas to help them make P4W the best
product that it can be.”
Bramwell says that his firm is currently working with Tikit to
provide a product that will allow the business to host information
about client matters on their website.
“It would be extremely useful if clients could log in and tell us
of any changes – for example, if they’ve moved house they can
log in and update their old address and we’ll be notified.”
He adds that, in this way, the user group allows firms to shape
innovative communications processes rather than just being
innovative with what P4W currently offers.
But, for Hill, the most important aspect of the user group is
that once improvements to P4W have been announced it gives
his firm a forum to discuss how the enhancements could be used
to benefit the business.
“For example, we’ve already been able to conduct roundtable
discussions about Formshare and collaborated with other user
group members to discuss how we can improve our client
communications by using it – it essentially comes down to
communication enabling better communication.” LPM

1

The user group facilitates
excellent communication between
the developers and management of
Tikit P4W and the users to ensure
the future road map of the software
development remains relevant to
the users.

2

At its most basic level, the user
group acts as a sounding board
and point of reference for users to
seek guidance on how best to
develop their PMS and CRM.

3

Firms can share development
cost and even HR resource by
collaborating on macro and micro
projects through the user group.

4

Specialist training and
workshops are offered which
meet the needs of different groups
of users, those working in accounts,
IT professionals, practice managers
and managing partners.

5

Collaboration through the user
group is open to all – due to the
number of firms using the
software, there will be a firm with
similar objectives and specialisms
at national or local level to team up
with.
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exceptional client service.
statistical analyses of employees – significantly
But a key benefit of implementing HR software,
aiding the performance review process.
according to Li, is the level of flexibility it brings to
“And more than that, the performance appraisal
HR practices.
module has helped us revolutionise performance
“Our HR management system is cloud-based and
reviews in the same way as much of the rest of our
accessible on mobile, tablet or laptops from virtually HR. The process is completely automated –
anywhere in the world – which is convenient for
employees fill out a series of questions on the
both employees and management. I frequently
system, it comes to me as the HR manager and it’s
receive absentee requests outside of working hours
automatically populated.”
from an employee’s CascadeGo phone app – and
But, he adds, the key benefit of the module is that
I’m able to process that request on my mobile
it enables reviews to be personalised for employees
before I even arrive in the office.”
based on their position within the business. Once
Another crucial improvement that HR software
the appraisal is over the module also allows
has brought into the firm is allowing managers and
managers and the appraised employee to view their
employees to more effectively share information. Li
talent management record in a central hub –
says that HR software provides staff with a
providing charts and average scores for easy review
convenient hub of information that can be updated
analysis and full feedback visibility.
online and accessed from anywhere.
“Instead of manually distributing updated policies, PEOPLE PROVIDERS
they are uploaded electronically. All employees are
Li says his firm chose CascadeGo firstly because of
notified of changes via email and they can view the
the user-friendliness of its HR platform and its
updated policy online.” Employees can also view
exceptional client service.
their own HR information on CascadeGo, including
“The software has allowed Hodgkinsons to
their contract of
bespoke its homepage by
employment, job
using our logo, colours and
description, number of
pictures. It feels and looks
holidays left and other
like an internal intranet
personal information.
system. New recruits can
Instead of manually
Having virtual HR files on
learn how to use it in just
individual employees can
over half an hour.” He adds
distributing updated
also be useful when
that despite the quality of
policies, they are uploaded
onboarding new members
the platform it isn’t the most
of staff, according to Li.
expensive, and was very well
electronically. All employees
“New recruits want to know
pitched in terms of
are notified of changes via
who everyone is and who
its costing.
email and they can view the
they need to talk to for
But the most important
various problems or tasks.
factor in choosing
updated policy online.
CascadeGo’s system allows
CascadeGo was the quality
employees to view other
of its client service.
Che Shing Li, managing director,
staff public profiles, such as
“As a firm that’s committed
Hodgkinsons Solicitors
extension numbers, job
to excellent client service, we
roles, location within the
expect a high level of service
office and biographies of
from our service providers.
who they are and what they do.”
The platform’s client service is exceptional – if I ever
Ultimately, he adds, CascadeGo has enabled
call them with a problem or suggestions they’ll log
Hodgkinsons to become significantly more
it and often email or call me back within the hour.”
collaborative and efficient.
CascadeGo’s HR management software has
proven to be a vital addition to Hodgkinsons,
making the firm considerably more efficient and
APPRAISE YOU LIKE I SHOULD
collaborative to allow fee earners more time to
But, Li says, perhaps the most important feature of
spend on client service. Li says the system’s
CascadeGo is its performance appraisal module –
usability, performance review module and
particularly in light of the SRA’s new approach to
CascadeGo’s exceptional client service have been
continuing competence. The module allows him to
easily export records from the HR system to provide key components in this transformation. LPM
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Jane Pritchard, systems and BD
manager at TV Edwards, says that
every P4W user should become a
member of Tikit’s user group – to
reap the full potential of the
software. Here are her top five
benefits of being a group member.

Tikit’s P4W user group chairs and law firm managers, Jane
Pritchard, Liam Bramwell and Richard Hill speak to LPM about
the benefits of collaboration between SME firms
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any firms use software to automate
their processes and facilitate
effective client communication. But
they don’t always use those
products to their full potential. A recent Tikit
survey of its own Partner for Windows users
suggested that not all firms were making full
use of the broad range of functionality offered
by the product.
As such, Tikit has created a user group for
law firms using P4W. But it’s much more than
just a standard, overly-technical forum, as LPM
found out from Tikit user group chairs and legal
management leaders Jane Pritchard, Liam
Bramwell and Richard Hill.
Bramwell (pictured centre right), IT systems
administrator at HLW Keeble Hawson, says:
“Tikit users pay a licence fee to use the
software but if they’re only using 20-30% of the
product they’re missing out on a chance to
reap competitive advantage.”
Pritchard (pictured centre left), systems and
business development manager at London firm
TV Edwards, agrees with Bramwell and says
that the key for SME firms to make sure they’re
reaping the full benefits of their software is
collaborating with other law firms.
“Technology is constantly evolving and it isn’t
always immediately obvious which modules in
legal management software will benefit your
firm or how to use them to your advantage. The
best way for firms to find out is by working
with their peers to see how they’ve done it –
because an out-of-the-box configuration is
unlikely to work for anyone beyond
installation day.”
Hill (pictured left), managing director at
Bristol-based firm Gregg Latchams, agrees with
Pritchard and says this is why Tikit set up its
P4W user group.
“The group is essentially a platform for like-
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• Full-page display ad
• Frontispiece/cover art
designed by LPM
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Growth, unpacked.
How can SME law
firms become rapidly
scaling businesses?

Morton Fraser’s Chris
Harte reads Designing the
Purposeful Organisation

SATISFIED?

LPM’s HR agony aunt
on helping people feel
more satisfied at work

We have been working alongside LPM magazine and Burlington
Media Group for a number of years now, which is testament to how
much we value our relationship and the results we have achieved
together.
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Robin Hoyle
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• Two-page placement
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PRACTICE
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SPECIAL
REPORT

LPM COLUMNIST
• One-page opinion pieces
in every issue or every
other issue of the
magazine for one year
• Columnist photoshoot
organised by LPM
• Full-page display ad for
every column (five or 10
ads across the year)
• All columns also placed
on the LSN.co.uk blog and
promoted across all
channels

LPM ADVERTISERS
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MARCH 2014

CONTACT
Emily Nash,
LPM’s sales guru
0870 112 5058
emilyn@lpmmag.co.uk

ABOUT THE SPONSOR
Clio is the most
comprehensive
cloud-based practice
management software
for the legal industry.
www.goclio.co.uk

This is the benefit of being able to work
remotely on your own time. In fact, 61% of
workers surveyed by IT consultancy Softchoice
said they would prefer to break up an eighthour working day over the course of a longer
day.
Black holes in daily productivity can be
turned into routine opportunities for key tasks.
With comprehensive access to all of your
resources, you can turn downtime – such as
commuting or trips to the dentist’s office – into
new-found productivity.
Having the right tools means you can do the
things that you want to do outside the office
without neglecting clients. Rather than forego a
week away, you can head to the countryside
while maintaining full access to all your
firm’s information.
The advancement in affordable mobile
technology, and operating from the cloud, has
been the primary driver of this radical shift, and
what began as lawyers being issued with
Blackberry phones to allow them to check
emails on the go has evolved dramatically.
Now legal professionals can perform all of
their tasks, from viewing and managing case
files to writing and editing documents, and
tracking billable time – on any device, including
laptop, tablet, or smartphone – without being
tied to a desk.
Mobile devices have become ubiquitous in our
society, and consumers have come to expect
on-demand attention and seamless experiences
across all industries, including professional
services, which has set a new standard for the
rhythm and pace of client interaction. Firms that
adopt mobile technology can work faster, and
ultimately, compete better for clients.
Technology gives us better access to people,

places, and information. With a mobile phone,
you’re never more than a phone call, email, or
text message away from a current or potential
client. This can be especially pertinent to clients
working jobs that are difficult to get away from
during business hours.
Mobile working can reduce the need for faceto-face meetings with clients. Apps, such as
Legaler, facilitate secure online meetings for
legal professionals, meaning you can hold
private meetings with clients from anywhere.
Clio’s secure client portal Clio Connect allows
users to share documents with users, allowing
them to review files connected to their case,
mitigating the need for a face-to-face meeting.
Being available outside typical office hours
will make you more competitive over other
lawyers who aren’t. Clients who get the timely
attention they need are generally happier and
more satisfied — and satisfied clients are more
likely to pay you often, pay you more, and refer
your services.
Another important monetary consideration is
the billable time lost by not having an in-app
timer to hand when you’re on the move.
A recent report by Bellefield Systems
suggested that firms that tracked time
simultaneously with the tasks they perform tend
to generate 25-40% more income than firms
that don’t. With Clio’s mobile apps you can
record time and assign it to specific cases with
a record of tasks performed, ensuring every
billable second is accounted for.
From reduced overheads, to creating a better
work-life balance, to ensuring you never miss a
billable second – the advantages of mobile
working are many for employers, employees and
sole practitioners alike, and it’s sure to become
standard practice in any modern firm. LPM
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We don’t go off rate
card at LPM, but we
can knock something
off if you book multiple
items at once.
(Discounts can only be
applied to groups of
ads, or groups of
advertorial placements,
not mixes of display
ads and advertorial).
• Three advance
placements: 5%
discount
• Four advance
placements: 7.5%
discount
• Five or more advance
placements: 10%
discount

Across the whole team we have found them to be hugely helpful,
highly knowledgeable and above all true to their word without ‘the
oversell’.
Accesspoint has experienced a very busy 12 months and our
achievements in 2016 would not have been as successful without
this relationship. The awareness that has been created through some
of our collective activities has been fantastic. As intangible as
marketing sometimes is, we can on this occasion state with
confidence that Burlington Media Group has delivered.
After sponsoring the LPM supplement Into the cloud in April 2016,
we saw our web traffic increase significantly, with a noticeable
upturn in genuine new leads and resulting conversion to sales.
Similarly, after sponsoring the LPM Conference in May 2016, we
again experienced high levels of interest.
We are looking forward to 2017 with anticipation after agreeing our
upcoming activities with Burlington Media Group and LPM, which
are now essential to our marketing mix.
Gary Shaw, group commercial director, Accesspoint

Supplements, reports and research
PLATINUM SPONSOR
• Four-page case study
or interview article
• Photoshoot by LPM
• Full-page display ad
• Prominent cover and
inside branding plus
branding and mentions
in all promotion

£6,500

GOLD SPONSOR
• Four-page industry
analysis article
• Full-page display ad
• Prominent cover and
inside branding plus
branding and mentions
in all promotion

£5,500

SILVER SPONSOR
• As Platinum but with
two-page article

• Full-page display ad
• Branding in supplement
and promotion

£5,000

BRONZE SPONSOR
• As Gold but with
two-page industry
analysis article
• Full-page display ad
• Branding in supplement
and promotion

£4,000
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Forward features
NOV 2017
Hot topics: Which work types or sectors are
bringing home the bacon?
Focusing on a variety of work types/practice
areas we’ll look at the areas that are proving
most fertile to SME law firms.
SUPPLEMENT To automation, and beyond!
DEC 2017
CX: Becoming truly client-centric
Becoming a ‘client experience’-led firm – from
design thinking to document assembly and
self-service. How can law firms learn lessons
from the new world of customer-centricity?
FEB 2018
Diverse and inclusive development
If law firms want to attract a broader clientbase they need to be truly representative of
wider society. That means driving recruitment
practices focusing on diversity and inclusivity.
SUPPLEMENT Legal IT Landscapes
MAR 2018
Avoid knockout
Cybercrime, fire, flood, or building works can
stop firms dead. If they want to survive they
need to be agile, back up data and have the
right hardware for recovery and continuity.
APR 2018
Your deregulated future
Future competition from unregulated
businesses for unreserved work threatens the
core of legal business in England and Wales.
How can firms change in time to face this
future?

alternate routes to leadership, employer
branding, handling Glassdoor?
SUPPLEMENT GDPR: change or risk doom!
JUN 2018
Competitiveness and how to do it
Competition pushing tanks onto your lawn is
nothing new in business. What lessons can be
learned from other sectors in how to preempt
and proactively compete with strong rivals?
JUL 2018
Creating cultures: Creating business culture is
hard – you have to know who you’ve got, who
you want, who you don’t want, guide
behaviours and get people to thrive together.
SUPPLEMENT Flexible, agile, everywhere
SEP 2018
How to win friends and influence partners
Tips, tricks and war stories about changing
hearts and minds among law firm leaders –
gaining buy-in, generating consensual
agreement and punching at board level.
OCT 2018
More from less: Can firms learn from the
leaders in HV/LM businesses and Legal Aid
providers that use efficiency and technology
to turn ever decreasing fees into profitability?

TRIM SIZE 210 X 297
BLEED SIZE 218 X 305
LIVE AREA 200 X 287
TRIM This is the final size of the issue after the
‘bleed’ has been cut off.
BLEED This is the portion of your design that will
be trimmed off when the magazine is cut to the
final size. Its purpose is to make sure your design
or image reaches right to the very edge, leaving
no unsightly white edges.
LIVE AREA This is an area inside the ‘trim’. The
safe area is kept well away from the blade and so
this is where you should place your most
important information or sections of your design.
Anything outside of this area runs a risk of being
cut off!

FULL PAGE

TRIM SIZE 210 X 297

YOUR
BRILLIANT
IDEA GOES
HERE

TECHNICAL
GUIDELINES
Please supply ads as
CMYK high res PDFs
Images should be
300dpi at 100%
No spot colours or
Pantones
Please apply 4mm
bleed
Supply with
cropmarks
IMAGES

HALF PAGE

VERTICAL 105 X 297

Should be supplied
as 300dpi high res
JPG/TIFF

SUPPLEMENT Making technology work

SUPPLEMENT Insurance and risk

NOV 2018
From profession to product: How can law
firms create products from services? Nearly all
work is replicable but firms often fail to revision what they do in line with other
businesses.

MAY 2018
Retain and gain
How can law firms better attract and retain
people in the next five years? Career paths,

DEC 2018
Year ahead 2019: Looking at the year ahead
– from LSA pII and pricing transparency to
Brexit and beyond. What’s in store?
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HALF PAGE

HORIZONTAL 210 X 148.5

STRIP

HORIZONTAL 187 X 50
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Legal Practice
Management conference
The Legal Practice Management conferences are the only events to specifically target
practice managers and directors, heads of
operations and heads of finance from small to
medium-sized UK law firms. LPM London was
launched in 2012 and is now a 100+ attendee
annual event. We launched LPM Birmingham
in 2016 and delegate feedback was excellent.

Legal Practice Management London data
108 attendees in 2016, 84 law firms
represented. In attendance:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Practice managers
Practice directors
CEOs / COOs
Office managers
Heads of finance / finance directors
Accounts managers

WHO COMES TO THE LPM CONFERENCES?
ROLES IN ATTENDANCE (ACROSS 2015 AND 2016)
OTHER

10%
7%
ADMINISTRATION/
OPERATIONS

54%

16%

13%
8

SOLICITOR/LAWYER

MANAGEMENT

FINANCE

EXAMPLE DELEGATE LIST
IT and operations director
Practice manager
Practice administrator
Practice director
Practice director
Practice manager
Office services Manager
Practice manager
Office manager
Partner and head
of compliance
Practice/change director

Harold Benjamin Solicitors
Woolley Bevis Diplock
DF Legal Solicitors
Potter Clarkson
Fenchurch Law
DavidsonMorris
Red Kite Law
Hughes Paddison
Simons Muirhead & Burton
Barrett & Co

The Treasury
Solicitor’s Department
Practice manager
Bridge McFarland
Company secretary
Williamsons
Accounts manager
Spratt Endicott Solicitors
Senior partner
DF Legal Solicitors
Partner
Awdry Bailey & Douglas
Business and finance manager A&N Care Solicitors
Risk and compliance
Gedye & Sons
Operations director
Berwins Solicitors
Senior accounts manager
Litigaid Law
Director of finance
Wake Smith
Chief operating officer
Palmers
Partner, head of finance
Brethertons
Head of finance and COFA
Lester Aldridge
Practice manager
Burt Brill & Cardens
Head of operations
MacDonald Oates
Owner
Litigaid Law
Director of finance
and administration
Leathes Prior
Practice manager
Cartmell Shepherd
Chief financial officer
Franklins Solicitors
HR manager
AA Thornton & Co
Practice manager
Neumans
CEO
Metamorph Law
HR manager
Beaumont Legal
Practice manager
Cooke, Young & Keidan
Practice director
Family Law in Partnership
Practice manager
Burnett Barker Solicitors
Managing partner
Walker Foster
Risk and compliance manager Walker Foster
Finance business partner
Havant Borough Council
Practice director
Stepien Lake
Practice manager
Neves Solicitors
Practice manager
Barrett & Co
Practice and finance manager Letchers Solicitors
Practice manager
Douglas Silas Solicitors
Finance director
AA Thornton & Co
CEO
Inksters
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